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Abstract Everyone has the dream of being in the center of famous art paintings, admired by
numerous future generations. However, the dream came true at a huge cost of the painter’s
commission in old days. In our paper, another practical choice is provided for everyone
to achieve that dream – an automatic portrait oil painter transferring some artistic styles
from one single reference painting. To address this issue, we propose a joint-domain image
stylization approach, particularly for portrait oil paintings. From the view of artistic appre-
ciation, we analyze an amount of oil painting art works and summarize three critical factors
to depict the figure, i.e. color, structure and texture. Based on this point, we separate and
represent an artistic work into these three domains. Then, considering their intrinsic proper-
ties and following an art creation route, we propose the corresponding approaches to jointly
model and transfer the features in these domains. First, a swatch-based color adjustment is
proposed to recolor the tone of the input image based on semantic regions corresponding to
the references. Second, the main structures of the input image is maintained by sparse recon-
struction. Third, a coarse-to-fine texture synthesis is used to enhance the detail oil painting
patterns. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves
desirable results compared with state-of-the-art methods in not only transferring the styles
from references but also keeping consistent contents with the given portrait.

Keywords Image stylization · Saliency aware · Dictionary learning · Texture synthesis

1 Introduction

Nowadays it is becoming popular to share photos through social media. With the trend that
more and more people prefer uploading their photos decorated with special styles generated
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by apps, such as Facebook and Instagram instead of the original ones, there is a great
demand for a new emerging technology – Image Stylization. It creates a painting based on
the content of a photo uploaded by users with the styles provided by a series of prede-
fined filters or some external references, such as some fantastic art works or photos. This
new technology makes a more dramatic impression and inspires new creativity. Besides,
it provides useful side information to serve other applications, such as user profiling [49].
From a technical view, image stylization belongs to the field of nonphotorealistic rendering
(NPR) [19] and is regarded as a mapping problem across domains, which aims to transform
user-provided images from one style to another.

The seminal work of image stylization starts from the research of Hertzmann [15] in
1998. It first utilized strokes to represent image features and incrementally composed virtual
strokes to transfer images into artistic styles. On the basis of this stroke-based method, Zhao
and Zhu [52] built an abstract painter to simulate brush strokes of oil paintings and repro-
duced an image in the oil painting style. This method was improved in [54] by considering
perceptual ambiguities of both the scene and individual objects. With only hand-crafted
predefined elements that are operated globally, these methods fail to transfer the styles
containing multiple elements or complex local variations within one painting.

To handle more general cases, the following researches focused on automatically learn-
ing the general mapping between two styles. Jia et al. [18] came up with doing mappings
in cross-style feature spaces. Wang and Tang [42] decomposed images into patches and
learned a joint photo-sketch model by a multi-scale Markov Random Fields (MRF) model.
Wang et al. [43] presented a semi-coupled dictionary learning method to reconstruct the
sketch under sparsity constraints. But these learning based methods are on account of a
paired training set. Thus, it is hard to apply these methods for handling the case of only one
reference, called the unsupervised style transfer, which is common when taking art works
as reference as shown in Fig. 1. In that case, we have an input portrait image as Fig. 1a and
a desirable example as Fig. 1b. We expect to generate a synthesized stylized image with
the same style as Fig. 1b and the similar content to Fig. 1a, such as the stylized result in
Fig. 1c is generated by the proposed method. Therefore, recent works aim to jointly rep-
resent styles and build the mappings across domains for the case of the unsupervised style
transfer, with only one reference stylish image. Sunkavalli et al. [41] utilized a multi-scale
technique to transfer the appearance of one image to another and composited a harmonized

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 Illustrations for the concept of unsupervised style transfer and the result of the proposed method.
a Input captured image: a portrait photo captured by cell phone, b Input reference image: the famous oil
painting Mona Lisa created by Leonardo Da Vinci, c Output stylized image: our stylized portrait with the
same person as (a) and the similar style to (b)
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image. But this method needed unified masks for harmonization, which are hard to get and
lead to the limitation of application scenarios. Lo et al. [26] utilized sparse representation
to preserve the original contents but it only transferred simple, repeatable and regular pat-
terns from the reference to the stylized image. There is also a new implementation on neural
networks to simulate artistic styles [12]. It obtained representations by convolution net-
works, which may work inefficiently when the reference does not have obvious streamline
textures.

In fact, stacking strokes without damaging the basic structures seems a really repre-
sentative characteristic of oil paintings. It is challenging to learn the local drawing styles
respectively. From the view of artistic appreciation, based on the primal sketch theory of
visual perception [28], when looking at a painting, people’s eyes take it as a composition
of structure and texture. At the same time, different color usage may strongly affect the
expression of the painting. This observation motivates us to design an automatic portrait oil
painter to handle the task as shown in Fig. 1, via an new proposed automatic style transfer
approach for portrait oil painting by jointly modeling structure, texture and color features in
their respective domains.

In this paper, we first separately represent an art work in three domains: structure, tex-
ture and color. Then, considering the intrinsic properties of the three domains and following
an artistic creation route, we propose the corresponding approaches to model and map the
features in these domains jointly: 1) color is usually region-consistent, thus a local color
transfer method is employed to adjust auto-segmented semantic regions; 2) the main struc-
tures of the input image are usually deterministic and contain salient features, such as
corners or sharp edges, thus it is maintained by sparse reconstruction; 3) texture is usually
locally stochastic but regularly repetitive in global, thus a coarse-to-fine texture synthesis is
used separately to bring out more brushwork.

In conclusion, the contributions of this paper lie in following aspects:

– Motivated by the artistic appreciation, artistic elements are summarized into three
domains: color, structure and texture, and the portrait oil paintings are presented by the
related corresponding features in these three domains.

– Based on this analysis, we propose a joint-domain portrait oil painting stylization
approach to transfer the three features across domains jointly, achieving superior
performance than state-of-the-art methods.

– For the color domain, we propose an automatic swatch-based color adjustment that
segments semantic swatches and transfers colors between these swatches with location
information.

– For the structure domain, the fundamental structures acquired from the reference are
reconstructed by sparse representation, where the coupled dictionary is trained on the
coupled patch set created based on the edge feature correspondences.

– For the texture domain, motivated by the property that textures are locally random but
globally consistent, we propose a coarse-to-fine texture synthesis approach. Coarse-
grained textures are accumulated by strokes and synthesized on account of intensity
similarities and location relations, while fine-grained textures are induced by drawing
surfaces and matched by noise pyramids.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related technologies are reviewed in
Section 2. The proposed multi-scale portrait oil painting stylization approach is elaborated
in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given
in Section 5.
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2 Related works

Image stylization was first proposed by Winkenbach and Salesin [47] targeting to transfer
an image into a specified style. The style could be decomposed into different attributes such
as color, stroke, contrast, shade, surface and composition. The way to define the attribute
features and the methods to decomposition them are the most challenging parts of this task.
Feature learning from one resource or multiple resources, and multiple attribute feature
fusion also plays an important role in many different application scenarios [24, 27]. Differ-
ent attributes may lead to different styles such as oil painting [44, 52], watercolor [4, 5],
sketch [2, 42], photo portrait [40, 50, 53], cartoon [45] and pen-and-ink [25, 38, 47]. Con-
sidering only a subset of these attributes, image stylization could be simplified into some
related subproblems, such as color transfer and texture synthesis.

Many recent works focus on the color transfer subproblem. It tends to transform an
image to a certain color style [37], which is an esthetically interesting and mathematically
difficult problem. Greenfield and House [13] utilized palette color associations to achieve
a fast image re-coloring method. Levin [21] asked for user interactions to colorize the gray
image. This method was later improved by Huang and Chen [17] on account of landmark
pixels. But these methods could not be applied to transfer the reference’s colors to the input
without user interactions because the local correspondences between images are paid little
attention to. Reinhard et al. [34] proposed a robust color transfer method based on the lαβ

color space. However, when the input and the reference contain inhomogeneous color distri-
butions, Reinhard’s method may produce unnatural results. Swatches specified by users are
then introduced to classify colors [34, 46]. In our method, we propose to acquire swatches
automatically by considering the position information. Then by clustering on swatches,
semantic regions are segmented to match colors respectively in the lαβ color space.

Texture synthesis aims to generate complete and high-quality textures from a small set
of sample textures [8]. There are mainly two categories of texture synthesis methods: MRF
based methods [30] and patch based methods [9]. We focus on patch based methods, which
synthesize textures patch by patch and are briefly reviewed here. Hertzmann et al. [16] pro-
posed image analogies to combine the global optimal texture and the local coherent texture
together. Ashikhmin extended the search space of the coherent synthesis and provided a fast
texture transfer algorithm [1]. It was later enhanced by Lee et al. [20] considering image
gradients to append textures. However, these methods mainly reproduced textures with local
similarities and neglected the global expressions of artistic styles. Compared with them, we
propose to take position relations into consideration and evaluate local patch correlations as
well as keep the global expressions. When considering the general style transfer, Zhang et
al. [51] suggested dealing with the content and style separately. While transferring the style,
we also expect to preserve the original content of the image. The requirement of content
fidelity naturally leads to the rise of the sparse representation-based style transfer. Sparse
coding is an efficient way to model and preserve the image structure during reconstruction,
and thus it is utilized by many methods as an effective tool to preserve image main contents.
Sparse representation [7] is defined from the phenomenon that natural signals can be repre-
sented as a linear combination of a set of predefined atom signals. Based on this principle,
image sparse representation is proposed and has been a rising area for image processing.
Traditional image sparse representation [33, 48] assumed that relevant patches shared the
same sparse representation. But transfers between styles, such as photo to sketch, reveal
distinct characteristics cross domains. Instead of sharing the same representation, Wang et
al. [43] then proposed a semi-coupled dictionary learning method to advance a linear cross-
style mapping between related domains. However, the dictionary learning process of these
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methods is based on a paired training set. In our case, many styles are one-shot cases or
called unsupervised style transfer, namely that we have only one reference image without
any explicitly defined correspondence. Thus, the paired training set is unavailable. Rosales
et al. [35] tried to solve this issue via using a Bayesian technique for inferring the unknown
mapping between the images to solve this unsupervised problem. In our method, we utilize
a simple but very effective approach that exploits the edge features to build mappings for
dictionary learning.

3 Joint-domain portrait oil painting stylization method

Some typical features make great art works unique and represent the style of a certain artist.
To model those styles, we analyze amounts of oil portrait paintings. Through the analysis,
three key factors appear to play key roles in affecting art rendering and visual feeling, i.e.
the color, the structure and the texture. To transfer the desirable styles of the reference
portrait oil painting to the input, we propose to decompose the painting into the features of
the following three domains and transfer them jointly.

– Color.When looking at an oil painting, the first visual impact is generally created by the
impression of colors. Artists utilize different pigments to distinguish various elements
in the painting and express underlying emotions.

– Structure. The appearance of the painting highly relies on the basic structure of the
frame. With the maintained structures, no matter what kind of artistic treatments is
appended afterwards, the main contents stay stable.

– Texture. Coarse-to-fine textures interpret underlying contents. The stacking of strokes
and the concealed pattern of the drawing surface combine an unique and significant
characteristic of the drawing style.

In the proposed method, simulating the process of the artistic creation, the input is styl-
ized via transferring the features in these domains jointly. The framework of the proposed
stylization method is illustrated in Fig. 2 and more details can be viewed in the following
sections.

3.1 Swatch-based color adjustment

To differentiate distinct elements in the frame, artists decide which pigment to use before
stroking. The transfer in the color domain is, therefore, the first operation to be applied to
the input portrait to adjust the color style of the input to get closer to the reference’s tone.

Fig. 2 Framework of the proposed joint-domain portrait oil painting stylization algorithm
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There are many cross-channel correlations in common color spaces, such as RGB and HSV.
These correlations may lead to distortions when modifying colors coherently [37]. Owing to
this, we utilize the lαβ color space [34], an orthogonal color space [10] for color adjustment
to avoid distortions. As (1) showed, the image is transformed from the RGB color space to
the lαβ color space through the LMS cone space.
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As shown in Fig. 3, the global color transfer method does not work well in this portrait
stylization scenario, especially when the person is staying in a complex background in the
input. To remedy this issue, we propose a local color transfer method via lαβ color space.

In order to deal with local regions respectively, segmentation is needed in the first place.
Hence, GrabCut [36] is conducted to find a binary mask that is refined by Matting Laplacian
[22], and then the figure is distinguished from the background. Besides the background,
there are usually three main semantic components of the figure from a common portrait:
the hair, the face and the clothing. These three components also have to be modified sep-
arately to obtain a better-colorized result. However, it is really difficult to do partitions
directly during color transfer without destroying the details. To solve this problem, we
utilize the template obtained by the nonparametric representation [39] to detect 66 facial
landmarks. With these landmarks and the binary mask, position relations are provided to
obtain three swatches relating to the three regions automatically in Fig. 4. Then considering
those swatches as cluster centers, the figure in the portrait clusters into three regions eval-
uated by the normalized feature vector f = {R,G,B, α, β} as (2). In the feature vector f,
{R,G,B} features are utilized to distinguish different colors while {α, β} features play a
role in avoiding abnormities caused by luminance.

min

(∑
x,y

(fpx,y − fswi
)T �(fpx,y − fswi

)

)
, (2)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3 An example of color transfer. a Input image, b Reference image, c Global transfer result, d Proposed
swatch-based transfer result
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Fig. 4 The swatches in the input and the reference are obtained based on the binary mask and facial
landmarks. Different colors are used to represent different swatch pairs

where wi defines the center pixel position of the i-th swatch and pixel (x, y) belongs
to the corresponding region �i . f

p
x,y is the feature vector of pixel (x, y) while fswi

is the
mean feature vector of the i-th swatch. � controls the balancing weight, which is set as
[0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 1, 1]. According to this clustering, the portrait is segmented into three
regions besides the background: the hair, the face and the clothing.

Since relevant regions have to be mapped between the input IS and the reference IT to
transfer the corresponding color styles, the segmentation is executed on both of the images.
Then, with statistics of three cluster pairs, the color of each pixel IS

x,y is shifted in the lαβ

color space depending on its nearest cluster centers.

IC
x,y =

[
IS
x,y − Ī S

�i

]
×

σIT
�i

σIS
�i

+ Ī T
�i

, (x, y) ∈ �i. (3)

IC
x,y defines the color of each pixel in the colorized image IC . Ī S

�i
and Ī T

�i
are respectively

the mean of the i-th region �i in the input IS and the reference IT while σIS
�i

and σIT
�i

indicate the standard deviations. Then three channels l, α and β are adjusted separately
as (3). This transfer may still cause artifacts in local areas which changes dramatically in
the neighborhood. To avoid artifacts, some extra detailed operations including smoothing
images and flexibly changing weights of different dimensions of features to calculate the
distances are conducted to yield the final colorized image IC . In fact, the proposed local
method works better than the global one in Fig. 3.

3.2 Structure reconstruction via sparse representation

With the desirable colors, artists paint the fundamental structure of the painting to deter-
mine the basic layout. The features in the structure domain are utilized here to maintain the
structure of the input portrait.

In fact, image sparse representation, which refers that a patch can be approximately
expressed as a linear combination of few predefined atom patches, is an efficient way to
keep the image structure during reconstruction. Formally, the basic sparse model lets a col-
umn signal g ∈ R

n be described by a dictionary D ∈ R
n×m in the following approximation

problem:

g ≈ Dγ, s.t. ‖γ ‖0 ≤ ψ, (4)
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where γ is the sparse representation of g andψ refers to a predefined threshold. The l0-norm
‖ · ‖0 counts the nonzero elements of a vector and claims the sparsity of g. The dictionary
D is trained as follows

D = argmin
D,α

‖	 − Dα‖22 + λ‖α‖0, s.t. ‖dj‖22 ≤ 1, ∀j, (5)

where dj is the j -th dictionary atom of the dictionary D. While α is the sparse coefficient,
	 is a set of paired training patch samples. However, there is only one unique reference
image in most cases, which leads to the inaccessibility of the paired training set. Therefore,
we need to build mappings in the structure domain between the input and the reference for
dictionary learning.

As the input and the reference describes different people, the cross-style mappings cannot
be built directly. The edge feature [3], which represents structure information, is style-
invariant upon most occasions and manipulated to relate the corresponding patches together
and build the training set. We take advantage of the pyramid to offer edge features. To be
more specific, the pyramid is constructed by filtering the image with a set of linear filters.
The i-th subband BC

i and BT
i of the colorized input IC and the reference IT are calculated

by the i-th linear filter in (6). The Haar filter is conducted in this paper.

BT
i = fi ⊗ IT , BC

i = fi ⊗ IC. (6)

The established pyramid with n levels has three subbands at each level, and there leaves
a low-pass residue BT

3n+1. We notice that subtracting the residue from the original image
produces the edge map (IT − BT

3n+1) so that edge patches that are ready for matching are
isolated in Fig. 5.

Edge patches eC and eT from the input edge map (IC − BC
3n+1) and the reference edge

map (IT − BT
3n+1) are then matched together based on the patch similarity δ(eC, eT ). It is

evaluated by both the intensity similarity and the structure similarity.

δ(eC, eT ) = ‖eC − eT ‖22 + τ‖∇eC − ∇eT ‖22, (7)

where τ defines a weighting parameter and set as 0.5 in this paper.∇ is the gradient operator.
To summarize, with the guidance of edge features, the paired training set {C, T } is

acquired. Then inspired by [43], sparse coding is managed to learn the ultimate mapping
relations. Traditional sparse representation based methods assume that the coupled dictio-
nariesDC andDT strictly share the same sparse coefficients α for each patch pair. However,
this assumption is too strong for cross-style patches, and we loose the assumption to admit
that there exists a stable linear mapping W between the corresponding sparse coefficients

Fig. 5 Edge features are used to map similar patches between different styles for dictionary learning
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αC and αT . The sparse dictionary learning problem is formulated as the following ridge
regression problem in (8).

min
{DC,DT ,W }

‖C − DCαC‖2F + ‖T − DT αT ‖2F
+ϕ‖αT − WαC‖2F + λC‖αC‖1 + λT ‖αT ‖1 + λW ‖W‖2F ,

s.t. ‖dC
j ‖22 ≤ 1, ‖dT

j ‖22 ≤ 1, ∀j, (8)

where dC
j and dT

j are the j -th dictionary atoms of the coupled dictionaries DC and DT . ϕ,

λC , λT and λW refer to regularization parameters to balance different terms. ‖ · ‖F is the
Frobenius-norm. Then the cross-style mapping W and the coupled dictionaries DC and DT

are learned iteratively to optimize the variables alternatively.
Moreover, the image can be reconstructed with the learned dictionary. Taking k-th patch

pC
k in the colorized input portrait IC as an example, the corresponding patch pR

k in the
structure-maintained output IR can be reconstructed through the following optimization
equation. The parameters ϕ, λC and λT are correspondingly set as 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001.

min
{αC

k ,αR
k }

‖pC
k − DCαC

k ‖2F + ‖pR
k − DT αR

k ‖2F

+ϕ‖αR
k − WαC

k ‖2F + λC‖αC
k ‖1 + λT ‖αR

k ‖1. (9)

To solve the equation, we first sparsely code patch pC
k on the dictionary DC to obtain sparse

coefficients αC
k . Then patch pR

k is initialized by enforcing sparse coefficients αR
k with the

mappingW to the reference dictionary DT asDT WαC
k . In the end, the structure-maintained

output image IR is predicted by the traversal and overlap of all patches pR
k as follows

pR
k = DT αR

k . (10)

3.3 Coarse-to-fine texture synthesis

After settling down the fundamental structures of the painting, artists draw with various
brushes and creative strokes. Therefore, we analyze the features in the texture domain of the
reference to accomplish the stroke texture synthesis in the structure-reconstructed input.

In this paper, we tend to manipulate the input portrait by patches in raster scanning. For
each input patch, we search for a set of suitable reference patches satisfying the following
two criterions:

– Criterion 1: The patches extracted from the reference should match the input patch to
keep the original contents stable.

– Criterion 2: The extracted patches should not be too far from the input patch spatially,
because the input and the reference originally offer the similar layouts.

When the k-th input patch pR
k centered at (x, y) from the structure-reconstructed image

IR is traversing the reference IT for potential candidate patches pT
m, these two criterions

work within some tolerance ζ to obtain a candidate patch set in (11).

‖pR
k − pT

m‖22 + φ‖uR
k − uT

m‖22 < ζ, (11)

where φ controls the balance between the intensity similarity and the normalized distance.
uR

k and uT
m refer to the center position vectors of the k-th patch pR

k in the input image IR

and the m-th patch pT
m in the reference image IT .
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With the candidate patch set, we seek a candidate patch which can fit in with its neighbors
best to paste into the result. To fit in seamlessly, the appropriate patch pT

m′ for synthesizing
patch pE

k that centers at pixel (x, y) in the stroke-synthesized image IE should minimize the
cumulative minimum error Qx,y after some cuts. Along the vertical edge of the synthesized
patch pE

k−1 and the candidate patch pT
m′ , the overlap regions are defined as OE

k−1 and OT
m′

respectively. The chosen patches with jagged edges compose the stroke texture features IE

of the input subsequently by dynamic programming.

Qx,y = min(Qx−1,y−1,Qx−1,y , Qx−1,y+1) + ‖OE
k−1 − OT

m′ ‖22,
s.t. IE = argmin

IE
Q. (12)

Then the simulated image with stroke textures IE is blended with the structure-maintained
image IR through alpha matting [32]. The stroke-confluent result IK is synthesized under
the restraint of the predefined weighting parameter η as 0.9.

IK = ηIE + (1 − η)IR. (13)

At the same time, it is noticed that when artists are drawing with brushes on the drawing
surface, there exist some fine-grained textures from the surface which cannot be completely
covered by strokes. Enlightened by Sunkavalli’s work [41], these fine-grained textures
are regarded as noises and imitated by pyramid matching. After pyramid matching, it
comes out that the fine-grained textures induced by the surface have been injected to the
input. We include pseudo-code of the overall joint domain portrait stylization algorithm in
Algorithm 1.

4 Experimental results

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conduct experiments on several
test image pairs. In experiments, we import an original portrait photo as the input to be
stylized and a portrait oil painting as the reference. The reference portrait oil painting set is
collected from the Internet. We also take some portrait photos by iPhone 5 as the input to
test the algorithm. These corresponding pairs are downsampled into the same size, around
300,000 pixels. The patch size is 5 × 5.

In the meanwhile, the background also plays an important role in the mood of a portrait.
But it turns out that artists usually design the background instead of painting the authentic
one in real life when drawing portraits. Thus in experiments, the previously obtained mask
is utilized to extract the background and directly replace the background of the synthetic
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Fig. 6 Subjective experimental results. a Original input stylish image. b Reference image. c Stylized image
by the proposed method. d Stylized image by Sunkavalli’s method [41]. e Stylized image by Gatys’ method
[12]. f Stylized image by Frigo’s method [11]. g Stylized image by Shih’s method [40]. h Stylized image by
Li’s method [23]
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Table 1 Scores of different
methods Images Proposed Sunkavalli’s Gatys’

Image #1 4.38 2.00 3.18

Image #2 3.95 2.95 3.35

Image #3 3.73 1.60 2.85

Image #4 3.60 2.08 3.18

Average 3.92 2.16 3.14

portrait through Poisson image editing [31]. When the reference mask and the input mask
cannot overlap perfectly, image inpainting [14] is utilized to extrapolate the missing area.

We compare the proposed algorithm with methods in two categories. One transforms the
input into the reference style, such as Sunkavalli’s method [41], Gatys’ method [12], Frigo’s
method [11], Shih’s method [40], and Li’s method [23]. The other one only stylizes the input
into a predefined oil painting style, instead of a customized style, such as Zhao’s method
[54] and the oil painting filter of the Glaze app [6] and the Meitu app [29]. Then subjective
results are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 8. In the meanwhile, to ensure the credibility of our
method, we invited 40 observers with diversity to fill in our questionnaires. The number
of female observers is 20 while the age varies from 18 to 63. The distinct professions are
computer, education, design, finance and so on. To verify the fairness, the orders of results
randomly change every round. The statistics of the survey are shown in Table 1, Fig. 7a
and b.

4.1 Transfer with reference

When comparing with methods which focus on transferring a customized reference style,
stylization results are exhibited in Fig. 6. Our method transforms the reference style to the
input containing colors and coarse-to-fine textures while preserving the original structures.
Sunkavalli’s method [41] harmonizes the figure into the reference seamlessly, but also leads
to the darkness of the figure and the loss of some details. In the meanwhile, neural networks
based method [12] works sensitively to conspicuous patterns but is inefficient on relatively

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 User study. a Statistics of votes for the method which produces the most similar style. b Statistics of
votes for the method which produces the most favorable oil painting
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smooth oil paintings. Shih’s method [40] only transfers colors without simulating the brush
stroke of oil paintings. Frigo’s method [11] creates many repeated textures and Li’s method
[23] loses the original facial features.

In the survey, observers are asked to score the similarity of styles between the reference
and the stylized input from 5 to 1, from the most similar one to the least similar one. Accord-
ing to the statistics in Table 1, our method acquires the highest score in each round of Fig. 6.
We also ask observers to choose the best method which transforms the most similar style in
every round. 75% observers in average agree that our method works the best in Fig. 7a.

4.2 Transfer without reference

At the same time, we compare our method with predefined style transfer methods in Fig. 8.
Our method transfers the reference style to the input accompanied with subtle esthetic
pleasures. Zhao’s method [54] simulates the process of brush stroking efficiently, but the
coloring is undesirable. As for the Glaze app and the Meitu app, it is a filter, and the results
seem rather artificial.

In this category, we invite observers to choose their favorite stylized image in each round
of Fig. 8. We observe in Fig. 7b that more than 60% observers love our method the most in
each round.

From the above two points of view, our method both performs well. It signifies that the
proposed method produces fairly similar and visually desirable stylized images.

4.3 Parameter analysis

To verify the robustness of our method, we analyze the parameter settings. In (9) and (8),
there are three regularization parameters to balance different terms: ϕ, λC and λT . In the

Fig. 8 Subjective experimental results. a Original input stylish image. b Reference image. c Stylized images
by the proposed method. d Stylized image by Zhao’s method [54]. e Stylized image by Glaze app [6]. e
Stylized image by Meitu app [29]
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Fig. 9 Effects of parameters ϕ, λC and λT . The visual difference is hardly noticeable, indicating the robust-
ness of our method. c-j Stylization results using different parameter settings of (ϕ, λC , λT ). c (ϕ, λC ,
λT ) = (0.05, 0.01, 0.001). d (0.01, 0.01, 0.001). e (0.1, 0.01, 0.001). f (0.05, 0.1, 0.001). g (0.05, 0.001,
0.001). h (0.05, 0.01, 0.01). i (0.05, 0.01, 0.0001). j (0.05, 0.001, 0.01)

experiment, the parameters are set in different values but the subjective visual perceptions
have not changed much as shown in Fig. 9. We set ϕ, λC and λT as 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001
empirically in this paper.

4.4 Limitations

While our method works on a lot of input pairs, the style transfer may fail in some cases
because the input and reference have very different appearances. For instance, the face
detector is unable to locate the landmarks in the side face photo. In Fig. 10, due to the orig-
inal input image is a side image, we cannot locate the landmarks accurately which leads
to the mismatch of corresponding regions. The color transfer result in Fig. 10c is obtained

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 10 An example of failure cases. a Original input stylish image. b Reference image. c Color transfer
result. d Stylized result
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while the hair region in Fig. 10a is mismatched with the face region in Fig. 10b and results
in the bad performances of the proposed method in Fig. 10d. At the same time, region
matching may fail when the input photo has very poor illuminations.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a joint-domain method to stylize portraits into a customized oil
painting style automatically. We analyze three factors to evaluate the style of the portrait
oil painting, the color, the structure, and the texture. Each feature plays an important role in
the expression of the painting and is applied to the input in order to imitate the reference’s
style. Hence, the color style and coarse-to-fine textures are blended to the input while the
structure of the input maintains. Experimental results indicate that our proposed portrait oil
painter outperforms state-of-art algorithms in most people’s eyes.

There are some interesting issues for the future work. A direction for future work is the
style transfer from multiple references. It might be possible to stylizing different face re-
gions in the input photo from different oil paintings to better match the input face and achie-
ve more flexibility. Besides, we will investigate the automatic selection of the best matched
oil painting given input photos. The selection could be achieved by leveraging deep neural
networks to extract high-level semantic features. We believe both investigation directions
will solve the problem of mismatches between the input photo and the oil painting.
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